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The Tanana Chiefs Conference’s Fisheries Program strives to continually build educational 

capacity and expertise in fisheries science and management throughout the TCC region, 

including the Yukon and Kuskokwim River drainages. Our goals are to utilize western science 

and traditional knowledge to enable sustainable fisheries, and to advocate for cultural and 

traditional fishing and hunting rights. We endeavor to accomplish these goals by partnering with 

other Tribal organizations, NGO’s, and State and Federal agencies to better manage, protect, and 

preserve our fisheries resources. 
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Abstract 
 

The Teedraanjik (Salmon Fork River), a tributary of the Porcupine and Yukon rivers, provides 

essential spawning and rearing habitat for Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), fall 

Chum salmon (O. keta), and Coho salmon (O. kisutch). Teedraanjik salmon populations are 

harvested throughout the mixed stock commercial and subsistence fisheries of the Yukon River 

drainage, and are relied upon by indigenous peoples as a staple nutritional food source as well as 

for the continuance of customary and traditional activities essential to sustaining a salmon 

culture. Productivity of Chinook salmon throughout the Yukon River drainage, and fall Chum 

salmon within the Porcupine River drainage have decreased in recent years. Resistance board 

weirs have been used to monitor and evaluate spawning salmon populations within the Yukon 

River Drainage. Resistance board weirs can be used to enumerate salmon escapements, describe 

salmon run timing trends, and describe the quality of escapement such as age, sex, and length 

(ASL) data. Environmental parameters affecting salmon populations can also be examined while 

operating the weir on site. Operating a resistance board weir on the Teedraanjik will enable 

fisheries managers and biologists to better understand the contributions of smaller Chinook 

salmon stocks on the overall Yukon River salmon runs, and to better understand any ecological 

shifts occurring within the Porcupine River drainage which could be producing poor returns of 

fall Chum salmon. This project searched for and located a site on the Teedraanjik suitable for the 

placement and operation of a resistance board weir. Additionally, this project produced a 

financial budget to illustrate the cost of fabricating and transporting a resistance board weir to the 

selected weir site. 

 

 

Introduction 
 

The Teedraanjik, also known as the Salmon Fork of the Black River, is a trans-boundary river 

originating in Yukon Territory, Canada, and culminating at its confluence with the Draanjik 

(Black River), in Alaska. The Teedraanjik provides essential spawning and rearing habitat for 

Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), fall Chum salmon (O. keta), and Coho salmon (O. 

kisutch), as well as other fish species such as Arctic grayling (Thymallus arcticus), Burbot (Lota 

lota), Northern pike (Esox lucius), Sheefish (Stenodus leucichthys), and a variety of whitefish 

(Coregoninai) species (Kostohrys et al., 1994).   

  

Teedraanjik salmon populations are harvested throughout the mixed stock commercial and 

subsistence fisheries of the Yukon River drainage, and are relied upon by Native Alaskans and 

First Nations as a staple dietary food source as well as to continue customary and traditional 

activities essential to sustaining indigenous salmon culture. Productivity of Chinook salmon 

throughout the Yukon River drainage, and fall Chum salmon within the Porcupine River 

drainage have decreased in recent years (Berstrom et al. 2001; JTC 2016). Due to the status of 
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Chinook salmon returns, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) has enacted 

fisheries restrictions and closures for Chinook salmon in order to meet escapement objectives 

and the international border passage goal established under the Yukon River Salmon Agreement 

of the Pacific Salmon Treaty Act of 1985. Within Alaska, the Yukon River Chinook salmon 

commercial fishery has not been prosecuted since 2007, and restrictions have been sanctioned on 

the Chinook salmon subsistence fishery since 2007 (Estensen et al 2015). Furthermore, 

numerous Yukon River Tribes within Alaska and First Nations in Canada have sanctioned self-

imposed moratoriums on Chinook salmon in efforts to increase spawning escapements and help 

to rebuild the Yukon River Chinook salmon populations (Tanana Chiefs Conference 2015, 

CBCNEWS 2014). Additionally, due to concerns for declining fall Chum salmon runs within the 

Porcupine River drainage, and recent failures to meet the Fishing Branch River escapement 

objective, the Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation and the Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee (YSSC) in 

collaboration with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) decided not to 

prosecute a directed fall Chum salmon fishery in the Porcupine River in 2015 (JTC 2016).     

 

The Teedraanjik has rarely been observed over the last decade, and little information is available 

within this system. As such, the Teedraanjik has been identified as a system of concern and a 

priority information need (Thomas et al 2003, Priority Information Needs, Federal Subsistence 

Fisheries, 2015). One of the few previous studies available on the Teedraanjik is a study funded 

by the Yukon River Panel’s Restoration and Enhancement Fund and conducted by the Council of 

Athabascan Tribal Government’s (CATG) in 1999. The goal of this study was to document fall 

chum spawning locations throughout the Teedraanjik (Fleener, 1999). At the conclusion of the 

1999 study, CATG recommended the use of a counting tower to enumerate fall Chum salmon in 

this system. In a follow up study conducted in 2003, CATG recommended the placement of a 

weir on the Teedraanjik (Thomas et al 2003).  

 

Installing and operating a resistance board weir for a minimum of one life cycle for both 

Chinook and fall Chum salmon will provide quality of escapement and run timing data, age, sex, 

and length data, genetic data, and will serve as a platform for additional research. In addition to 

monitoring Chinook and fall Chum salmon escapements and biology, environmental data will 

also be collected and analyzed to monitor the ecology of the system. By studying the ecology 

and biology of the Teedraanjik salmon populations, biologists and fisheries managers can better 

understand any ecological shifts taking place in the Porcupine drainage which could be 

producing poor returns of fall Chum salmon, such as in 2012 and 2013, when the Fishing Branch 

Weir barely met its escapement goal (JTC 2013 & 2014). Furthermore, this information will 

allow fisheries managers to better understand the effects management actions have on smaller 

stocks throughout the Porcupine system. This information will aid in the conservation and 

management of not only the salmon resources throughout the Draanjik drainage, but also the 

mixed stock salmon resources of the upper Yukon and Porcupine rivers. Furthermore, with the 

increased attention being placed on stock restoration efforts, a weir project will serve as an 

assessment to the entirety of the stock complex, and will provide essential baseline data needed 

prior to restoration efforts taking place. 

 

The purpose of this project was to document a location on the Teedraanjik suitable for the 

placement and operation of a resistance board weir to monitor and assess the Teedraanjik salmon 
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populations. This project also identified the cost and availability of manufacturing and 

transporting a resistance board weir to the selected site. 

 

Objectives 
 

1) During August and September of 2015, project proponents traveled by boat from 

Chalkyitsik to the Teedraanjik to determine and document one best fit weir site to be used 

in objective 2. 

 

2) From June to September of 2015, project proponents completed a cost analysis of 

fabricating and transporting a resistance board weir for the site selected in objective 1. 

 

 

 

Study Area 
 

The Teedraanjik, a tributary to the Draanjik and Porcupine River, is a trans-boundary river 

originating in the North Ogilvie Mountains of Yukon, Canada (Yukon Ecoregions Working 

Group, 2004). The Teedraanjik flows southwesterly crossing the international border just south 

of the Arctic Circle. West of the international boundary, the Teedraanjik crosses the Porcupine 

Plateau and flows westerly for roughly 74 river miles to the confluence with the Draanjik (Figure 

1; Kostohrys et al., 1994). The study area for this project was limited to the first 28 river miles of 

the Teedraanjik, as the first tributary enters the Teedraanjik nearly 28 river miles above its 

mouth. The study area begins at the confluence of the Teedraanjik and Draanjik, and extends to 

the confluence of the Kevinjik and Teedraanjik.  

 

Methods 
 

To address objective 1, potential weir sites were surveyed to determine the site suitability for a 

resistance board weir. The hydrological and geological characteristics of all sites were examined 

using the site selection requirements listed in the USFWS’s Alaska Fisheries Technical Report 

Number 22, “Construction and Performance of a Portable Resistance Board Weir for Counting 

Migrating Adult Salmon in Rivers,” by John H. Tobin III (Tobin, J.H. 1994). Tobin’s site 

selection requirements were used to evaluate all potential weir sites. The following weir site 

selection requirements were examined: 

  

 Reach of river must be restricted to a single channel 

 Depth of river must be ≤ 1 meter (3.28 feet) during normal flow, or ≤ 3 meters (9.84 feet) 

during high water events  

 Width of river must be ≤ 100 meters (328 feet) 

 Bottom profile must be relatively level 

 Riverbed must contain gravel that will provide a suitable foundation 

 

One best fit weir site was selected based on the following site selection protocol: 

 

 Reach of river was visually inspected to assure a single channel 
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 River depth and bottom profile were ascertained utilizing a Humminbird 688XD sonar 

depth finder to record measurements along a transect perpendicular to flow  

 River width was ascertained utilizing a Simmons Volt 600 Laser Rangefinder to measure 

the distance across the river perpendicular to flow 

 Riverbed substrate was visually inspected to assure a suitable gravel foundation  

 

To address objective 2, a cost analysis was conducted to determine the costs of fabricating and 

transporting a resistance board weir to the weir site selected in objective 1. A quote was solicited 

from Cramer Fish Sciences of Northern California, a company who specializes in the 

construction and fabrication of resistance board weirs. The quote was to represent the costs of 

manufacturing a resistance board weir for the specified weir site in accordance with the Tobin 

and Stewart reports (Tobin J.H., 1994, Stewart R., 2002). The quote was to be quoted FOB 

Fairbanks, Alaska. Separate quotes were solicited from Everts Air Cargo located in Fairbanks, 

Alaska, and Yukon Cargo located in Fort Yukon, Alaska to account for the cost of transportation 

between Fairbanks and the weir site on the Teedraanjik. 

 

 

Results and Discussion 
 

Site Selection 

During the first week of September 2015, project technicians flew from Fairbanks to Chalkyitsik. 

A local community member from Chalkyitsik was contracted to provide transportation via river 

boat between Chalkyitsik and the Teedraanjik. In total, five different sites were evaluated for 

their potential to serve as an adequate weir location (Figure 2, Appendix 1). The sites are 

identified as site 1, site 2, site 3, site 4, and site 5. During site evaluations, the river stage was 

considered a high water event as all gravel bars were submerged. All sites met the single channel 

and location requirements. During the evaluation of each individual site, we examined the river 

width and depth, substrate type, and bottom profile. Sites 1, 2, 3, and 5 had one or more qualities 

that did not meet the requirements as described above (Figure 3), and were considered to be not 

fit for weir operation. 

 

Site 4 was the only site to meet all of the requirements (Figure 4). Site 4 is restricted to a single 

channel, is less than 3 meters in depth during high water events, is less than 100 meters in width, 

has a bottom profile that is relatively flat, and has gravel suitable for a weir foundation. During 

high water events, the flow of water is restricted at the river right side cut bank, and exceeds past 

the river left side gravel bar into low vegetation (Figures 5 & 6). The maximum river depth was 

1.83 meters (6 feet), and river width was 82.3 meters (270 feet). During normal flow, the river 

width from river right cut bank to river left gravel bar is 64.0 meters (210 feet). 

 

During high water events, it would be impossible to accurately estimate escapements as the weir 

would not be considered fish tight. Salmon could theoretically migrate upriver going around the 

weir without being counted when high water events extend the flow of the river into the 

vegetation beyond the river left side gravel bar. High water events are known to cause 

interruptions in weir operations. Weir escapement estimates can be interpolated for missed 

periods of time caused by high water events.      
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Cost Analysis 

Cramer Fish Sciences provided a quote, FOB Fairbanks, for the fabrication of a resistance board 

weir set to the specifications of the Tobin’s Report and designed specifically for the dimensions 

of the site selected on the Teedraanjik (Appendix 2). The cost for fabrication and delivery to 

Fairbanks totaled $156,585.00. 

 

Additional quotes were secured from Everts Air Cargo located in Fairbanks, Alaska and Yukon 

Barge located in Fort Yukon, Alaska. Everts Air Cargo provided a quote for the air transport of 

weir materials from Fairbanks to Fort Yukon (Appendix 3). Yukon Barge quoted a rate of $1.00 

per pound to transport the weir materials from Circle, Alaska to the Teedraanjik (personal 

communication). The transportation would have to occur in the fall during high water. The 

approximated total weight of weir materials is 16,550 pounds (Appendix 4). Air transport of the 

weir from Fairbanks to Fort Yukon is not necessary as Yukon Barge can pick up the weir parts in 

Circle which is on the road system.   

 

The quote for the weir fabrication from Cramer Fish Sciences is a large amount. It has been 

suggested that fabricating a weir in Fairbanks is possible, and could be accomplished for less 

money. However, it would require ample resources including personnel, time, shop/warehouse 

and yard space, equipment and tools, etc. The quoted amounts listed above, illustrate the 

approximated costs of a quick turnaround for weir fabrication and delivery to the selected weir 

site.      
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Figure 1. — Location of study area on the Teedraanjik (Kostohrys et al., 1994). 
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Figure 2. — Location of weir sites evaluated on the Teedraanjik (Salmon Fork River). Red 

circles denote the site did not meet all necessary requirements. The blue circle denotes the site 

selected for the placement of a resistance board weir.  
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 Figure 3. — Cross sectional channel profiles of evaluated weir sites on the Teedraanjik (Salmon 

Fork River) not selected for weir placement. 
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Figure 4. — Cross sectional channel profiles of site number 4 which was selected for weir 

placement. The bottom figure illustrates a cross sectional channel profile during a normal flow 

regime. 
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Figure 5. — Photos illustrating the river right side cut bank during a high water event at weir site 

number 4.  
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Figure 6. — Photos illustrating the river left side during a high water event at weir site number 4. 

During low or normal flow events there is a gravel bar leading up to the vegetation.   
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Appendix 1 — Locations of Weir Site Evaluations 

 

 

 

 
  

Weir Site Evaluations Latitude Longitude

Site 1 66.514500 -142.521360

Site 2 66.512340 -142.511550

Site 3 66.516920 -142.509720

Site 4 66.510917 -142.524500

Site 5 66.511750 -142.520467
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Appendix 2. — Cramer Fish Sciences Quote 
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Appendix 2. — Cramer Fish Sciences Quote (Continued) 
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Appendix 2. — Cramer Fish Sciences Quote (Continued) 
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Appendix 2. — Cramer Fish Sciences Quote (Continued) 
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Appendix 3. — Everts Air Cargo quote for delivery of weir from Fairbanks to the Teedraanjik
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Appendix 4. — Approximate weights for weir materials 

 

 

 
  

Item Quantity lbs/unit Total lbs

Resistance Board Weir Panels 70 100 7,000

Rigid Weir Panels 20 100 2,000

Bulkheads 2 150 300

Base Rail 78 75 5,850

Fully Assembled Live Fish Trap & Chute 1 1,400 1,400

Total Weight 16,550
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